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After a day of spectacular sailing on board G2, guests can 
relax on deck or in the deckhouse and enjoy delicious 
cuisine prepared by the on board chef and served in style 
by the yacht’s crew. 

Ideal for guests following healthy diets or specialised 
food plans, including vegan, macrobiotic, gluten-free and 
dairy-free, the chef can prepare delicious meals to suit 
any taste and is proficient in cuisines from around the 
world including Thai and Japanese, Italian and Greek. 

G2 can also be stocked with guests’ favourite 
champagnes, wines and other drinks to ensure they have 
whatever they need during their voyage. Taking pride in 
producing the best possible dishes, using the freshest 
and organic ingredients, the chef is keen to support local 
farmers and businesses whenever possible. 

If guests are celebrating a special birthday or anniversary 
during their time on board G2, arrangements can be 
made for a special dinner or lunch to commemorate the 
occasion, with table arrangements and decks decorated 
with flowers and other unique surprises. 

The captain and crew invite you to join them for your  
next charter experience and discover the good life on 
board G2.

g2

GUESTS  6   /   CABINS  4   /   CREW  5   /   RATES FROM  $85,000 PW   /   SUMMER  TBC   /   WINTER  TBC 

Vitters/Pendennis 2009 (2018)   LOA 39m/127’11”   Beam 6m/19’8”   Draft 8.4m/27’7”

CAPTAIN 
JASON GEALE 

Captain Jason Geale came to 
G2 with 14 years’ experience in 
the yachting industry. Highly 
qualified and hardworking, 
he creates an enjoyable 

experience for all guests while maintaining a safe 
environment. A passionate sailor since the age of 
12, Jason has gained national titles and competed 
at the highest international level in the laser class. 

He has cruised extensively on superyachts in the 
Mediterranean, Caribbean, Pacific and Asia, his 
passion being for anything nautical as well as 
cycling, snowboarding and trekking.

special features
• Winner of 2019 World Superyacht Award
• Ideal for both quiet cruising and fast sailing
• Large open social space ideal for outdoor living
• Recently rewired with all new lighting and 

entertainment systems
• Captain Jason Geale has won many national 

sailing titles   •  Flexible cabin layout
• Calming and minimalist design 
• Lifting keel giving access to shallow waters

g
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G2 offers unforgettable and unique sailing experiences 
combined with stunning design inside and out, 
encapsulating the best of a light, simple, clean and 
balanced design. The new interiors by Nauta Design 
encourage open plan living by opening up the main 
salon with various spaces for different social uses, and 
she’s been completely rewired with new lighting and 
entertainment systems. 

Her interior style enhances the yacht’s modern 
minimalist design, with natural woods, a relaxing 
geometry and a calming ambiance that blend seamlessly 
with the exterior profile. 

She’s an extremely airy yacht with natural light 
throughout thanks to a new reinforced glass skylight 
over the main deckhouse, enlarged hull windows and 
oversized portholes. 

A more spacious feel has been created in the owner’s 
cabin through the repositioning of a bulkhead further aft, 
making it the perfect place to relax after a day in the sun.

G2’s new optimised deck layout, with its spacious centre 
cockpit and fully reconfigured arrangement of the helm 
and aft deck, enables a connection between guests and 
crew while the yacht is underway. On deck, architectural 
biminis that can be set up and taken down quickly 
provide shade both at anchor and under sail.

the experience the cuisine

specifications 

Cruising Speed 10 knots 
Range 2,000 nm
Engines MAN 450Hp diesel Generator  
 – Kohler 40kw x 2
Naval Architect Tripp Design Naval Architecture 
Exterior Designer  Tripp Design
Interior Designer Nauta Design

The most anticipated rebuild of recent years, G2 is a 
multi-award-winning yacht. Originally built by Vitters 
as Cinderella IV, the yacht was relaunched as G2 after 
an all-encompassing rebuild by Pendennis in summer 
2018. A pedigree collaboration, she features structural 
restyling by the original naval architect Tripp Design and 
modernised interiors designed by Milan-based studio 
Nauta Design.

The rebuild saw the removal of the exterior aft classic 
cuddy cabin, a feature catering to more intemperate 
climates, creating a large open social space ideal for 
outdoor living. G2’s pilothouse appears to float on the 
deck and provides dramatic sightlines along the length 
of the yacht. The result is a beautiful contemporary yacht 
with a silhouette that is instantly recognisable, original 
and timeless.

the yacht

“Unbeatable sailing performance and exceptional 
hospitality. We can’t wait to come back!”


